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1. Please silence/mute your line
2. Camera-mode has been disabled
3. Questions can be asked throughout the webinar
using the “Comments” function (upper right)
4. We will facilitate the Q&A using the questions you ask
during the presentations
5. This webinar will be recorded and made available to
MACHC members
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Return to Office — Lockton
May 12, 2020

“During this crisis when we need them most, Lockton became a closer
and more trusted advisor to us,”
and our own Associates will say,
“I feel a deeper connection with my company because of the way I and
may family were treated, communicated with, supported and cared
for.”

— PETER CLUNE, LOCKTON CEO
Excerpt from an all Associate email on how he’d like
Lockton to be remembered for how the COVID-19
pandemic was handled.

Respond, Recover & Thrive

Lockton U.S. Overview

LOCKTON U.S. OPERATIONS

OPERATIONAL SUMMARY
• National began remote operations on March 16.
• Remote transition has been positive due to recent
technology and infrastructure investments.
• Limited numbers entering offices; primarily related
to physical things (mail, files, etc.)
• All Lockton offices in the U.S. are work from home
until June 1, at which time regional leadership will
determine the office re-opening plan.
Requirements:
▪

Office has a plan reviewed by central teams (HR,
Real Estate, Legal, etc.).

▪

Must have required PPE supplies.

▪

Must follow state and local guidelines whichever is
more restrictive.

▪

Must provide weekly reporting on who is in the
office and who is traveling.
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Respond: Coordination
RTO Governance Structure
• A coordinated, cross-series team lead by
Nick Serrault.
• Includes a point person from each
operation and key members from
functional groups (HR, Legal, Real Estate,
etc.).

RTO Coordination
• Prepare and communicate
• Implement
• Continuously review and
modify guidelines

• Responsible for the development of a
base plan that can be adjusted by region.
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Respond: Coordination
Series Teams
• Responsible for adjusting and finalizing the series re-opening plan.
• Responsible for series implementation of the plan and coordination with corporate where
appropriate.
Role

Focus Area

Workspace Coordinator

Workspace Guidance, Restrictions & Best Practices

Team Lead

RTO Timing & Phasing

Coordinator

Task Force Structure & Deliverables

HR Consulting

Remote Work & Leave Policies

Communications

Workplace Culture & Communication

Executive Sponsor

Business Impact & Training

Guideline Monitor

State and Local Plan Adherence

Reporting Manager

Tracking Lockton Related Office Entry

Real Estate Representative

Building Sanitation, Security and Regulation
LOCKTON COMPANIES |
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Respond: Lockton National RTO Plan
OVERVIEW
Lockton’s three-phased RTO plan is built on the assumption that Lockton is operating well in a
remote environment, with no critical need to return to the office.

PHASE 1

PHASES 2 & 3

• Starting June 1, employees can return to the office on an
exception based approval by the regional leader or their delegate.

• Still finalizing the
definition of each
future phase.

• Employees will have a minimum of two weeks notice prior to the
offices reopening to coordinate plans if they are returning to
the office.
• Total flexibility for employees, if they do not want to return or
they can’t due to child care, or other issues, they can continue to
work from home.
• For employees returning to the office, there will be a new set of
rules to be followed, and what you are returning too, is different
than what you left.

• Framework will
need to support
moving up into
the next phase or
backwards in the
event metrics
deteriorate.
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Recover: Decision Tree
Phase 1: If you can, stay remote. Return to office or client visit decision tree
Given my role, responsibilities and tasks, am I able to work remote
without significant impacts to my productivity? Or, do I have a
personal reason I should stay remote (i.e., personal high health
risk, possible COVID exposure, child care disruption, public
transportation risk, travel restrictions, etc.)?

Y

Work remote.

N
Is my office or client location ready to handle people, essential
tasks or otherwise, and is all local guidance (i.e., equipment
expectation, temperature check, social distancing guidance, COO
approval, etc.) understood?

Y

N

Work in the office.
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Recover: Plan Components
Rules for Reopening
•

Lockton Return-to-Office (RTO) Task Force: Governance
overview

•

Communication: Draft communication plans for offices and
their associates

•

RTO People Timing and Phasing: Timing for return to office
and changes to phasing

•

Building & Work Area Readiness: Guidelines for bringing
your teams back and how to prepare

•

Commuting — Mass/Public Transit Guidance: Employee
guidance as it relates to mass transit

•

Travel: Corporate travel guidance

•

Office Support Considerations: Plan for package delivery
where necessary

•

Meeting Room Best Practices: Requirements around usage of
meeting rooms across multiple phases

•

Visitor Guidelines: Requirements for visitors

•

Training: Employee training guidelines around new process’s
and protocols

LOCKTON COMPANIES |
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Thrive: Guidance &
Resources
Toolkit

Webinars
Website & Resources

• Return to Work Site Toolkit
• Return to Work Site 9-Part Webinar Series

• Client advice newsletters
• Pulse survey
• Legislation
• Additional resources: mental health and
remote workforce, layoffs and closures

LOCKTON COMPANIES |
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Independence changes everything.

© 2020 Lockton Companies. All rights reserved.
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American Century Investments® Overview
Managing Money, Making An Impact
American Century Investments is a leading asset manager focused on delivering investment results and
building long-term client relationships while supporting research that can improve human health and save
lives. It’s how we manage money and make an impact.

• 6 US Offices
• 4 International Offices
• 1,500 Employees Globally
Summary

• Early adopter of work from home
• Remote transition has been very positive due to leadership, communication, culture,
technology and infrastructure

• Kansas City Office has very limited employees in office, other US offices are closed
• All employees are work from home until at least June 15, but that is a
SOFT date and we are evaluating by location on a regular basis
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A Principles-, Risk-Based Approach to Return to the Office
• First and foremost: Employee, their families and client safety
• Ability to continue to delight our clients
• Out fast, return slowly
• All office locations evaluated individually and based on needs of the
functions within the firm

• Employees circumstances and input matter
• Iterative process: We will learn as we go and apply what we learn
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RETURN TO WORKPLACE: Guidelines – Set Up Your Work Groups
Security & Facilities
• Prepare facilities for Re-entry
• Restart mail services
• Activate campus and building
access changes
• Implement thermal screening
protocol
• Stock cleaning supplies and
PPE
• Monitor/manage building
information
• Sanitize and clean location
• Place messaging and social
distancing signage
everywhere
• Procure reusable masks for
all employees

Healthy Workforce
• Identify phasing for employee
return
• Survey employees for
challenges impacting
employee return
• Develop policies to mitigate
employee health and safety
risks
• Develop training for all
employees before return to
office – will not be the office
environment they left

• Manage floor density to
support social distancing
• Monitor for illness or exposure
and follow response protocol

Business Process/Equipment

Communications

• Engage department
leadership to apply staging to
critical functions

• Identify and prioritize
communication needs from
task force

• Establish guidelines for
business and client travel and
entertainment

• Create and assign
communications

• Monitor impacts to large
company or client events
• Identify and facilitate return of
borrowed equipment and
furniture

• Stage communications in a
consumable format
• Coordinate manager,
employee, vendor, tenant,
contractor, client
communications

• Validate on-site idle
printers/copiers
• Maintain ability to exit quickly
should that be necessary
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RETURN TO WORKPLACE: Phases
Requirements:
•

Local governments have
lifted lockdown
restrictions

•

Senior Leadership
approves return to a
building

•

Location(s) will be
separately evaluated to
determine re-open

•

Utilize survey data to
identify which employees
return

•

Policies, processes, and
communications are
developed

PREPARING TO RETURN TO WORKPLACE
• Activate Crisis Teams
• Prepare Facilities
• Reactivate Access
• Identify Employee Return Stages
• Communicate Re-entry Requirements/Training
• Stage Return of Borrowed Equipment and Furniture
• Finalize Internal/External Comms

PHASE 1
No more than 20% per floor

PHASE 1
2
No more than 20%
45% per floor

PHASE 1
3
No more than 20%
70% per floor

PHASE 4
Return to New Normal
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RETURN TO WORKPLACE: Information for Employees
Employee Return to
Office Survey
• Employees areas of risk/concern
• Have or live with someone with
underlying health conditions

Workplace Behavioral
Re-education
• Reporting COVID-19 symptoms
and exposures
• Temperature checks

• Live or regular exposure to
someone who has been working
outside the home

• Social distancing

• Childcare/Eldercare

• Restricting access to conference
rooms, enclaves and other small
areas

• Use of public transportation
• Productivity and technology
issues

• Wearing a facemask in common
areas

• Refrain from in-person meetings
• Refrain from providing food for
public consumption
• All scoop ice machines have
been turned off

Employee
Attestation
I agree to:
• Follow ACI procedures including wearing
a mask, taking my temperature and other
expectations of the Return to Work
policy.
I will:
• Limit my movement within the office
to/from my designated floor/work area
direct path to restrooms until instructed
otherwise
• Report exposure or potential exposure to
my manager and to the HR-COVID19
message group prior to returning to the
office
• Stay home if I am sick or showing any
symptoms of COVID and contact
HR-COVID
• Stay home if I have had exposure or
potential exposure to someone with
COVID-19 and I will contact HRCOVID19 for guidance.
• Take my laptop and any easily
transportable necessary equipment
home each night to assist with short-term
work from home if mandated.

Two Types of Tests
and Contact Tracing
• One test to detect presence of
COVID-19 and the other test to
detect presence of antibodies
(Serology)
• Covering 100% if physician ordered
• Covering under our Medical Plan
with deductible, co-insurance and
out-of-pocket if member requests
directly
• Waiting to learn more from the
CDC and potential FDA emergency
use authorization (EUA) this week
re at-home test kits
• We are trying to prepare to support
testing for all employees if the data
and testing availability supports
• We are investigating contact
tracing options pros/cons
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